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Abstract
We study the course of the Swiss price level during the recent episode where Switzerland enforced a floor on the Swiss
Franc exchange rate relative to the Euro. Given the strong nominal upward pressure on the Swiss currency the
introduced limit of 1.20 Francs per Euro led to a quasi-fixed exchange rate from 2011 until early 2015. This measure
was specifically aimed at helping the firms of the Swiss export sector to compete internationally. A further reason for
imposing this floor was the Swiss National Bank’s concern with deflationary pressures. Interestingly, it turned out that
during the episode with a quasi-fixed exchange rate the Swiss price level came under downward pressure. We offer an
analysis that helps to understand this depreciation of the Swiss currency in real terms which in fact contributed to the
exchange rate floor being eventually abandoned. The article thus clarifies some intricate mechanisms affecting the
choice of exchange rate policies which are so important for firms in the export sector. As a theoretical contribution
(complementing the well-known Balassa-Samuelson analysis) the article presents a computable equilibrium model that
explains real exchange rate variations with diverging trends in the productivity growth of the non-traded goods sectors
of economies.
Keywords: exchange rate floor, nominal appreciation and real depreciation, deflation
JEL-Classification: F31, E31, E52
1. Introduction
Business is strongly affected by developments of exchange rates. Exporting firms, e.g., directly experience changes in
their competitive position as exchange rates vary, with an appreciating currency leading to revenue losses. However, the
links between exchange rates and exchange rate policies, on the one hand, and business considerations, on the other
hand, are much more complex. Switzerland’s recent experience can help to highlight some of the more intricate links
and considerations. A key variable that Swiss monetary policy has to consider in its strategy choices is the real exchange
rate of the Swiss Franc relative to its major trading partners. In recent years the Swiss Franc price of Euros adjusted for
the developments of the price levels in different economies has been at the center of monetary policy debates.
To start with, the Swiss Franc has been a floating currency since 1973. In the wake of the financial crisis which began in
2007 significant upward pressures on the Swiss Franc developed. This development gained momentum as tensions in
the Eurozone increased and the European Central Bank entered a commitment to fight the threat of a breakup of the
Eurozone (Shambaugh, 2012). The appreciation of the Franc (by 23 percent in real terms between the end of 2007 and
the end of 2010) dramatically worsened the competitive position of the Swiss exporters.1 This development led to
major interventions by the Swiss National Bank (SNB). The central bank’s purchases of vast amounts of Euros resulted
in a quadrupling of the official currency holdings within two years. These interventions – while slowing the ascent of
the international Franc value – were not sufficient to stop the Swiss Franc’s general tendency to appreciate. In
consequence the SNB experienced very considerable losses on its foreign exchange holdings (valued at 19.2 billion
Francs in 2010). Given the continuing upward pressure on the Swiss Franc, the SNB, on September 6, 2011, introduced
a minimum exchange rate of 1.20 Francs against the Euro.

1

See Simon and Hausner (2012) for a description of events and effects concerning the Swiss export sector and the
currency situation. Frieden (2015) offers a more general discussion of the issues involved in policy decisions regarding
exchange rate regimes.
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The SNB wass successful att communicatiing the necessity of this meaasure as well as at enforcinng this lower liimit (see
IMF, 2013). T
This regime off a quasy-fixedd exchange ratte came to an eend in Januaryy 2015 when tthe SNB decid
ded to let
the Swiss Frannc fluctuate onnce more.2 Figgure 1 documeents the coursee of the Swisss Franc-Euro eexchange rate of
o recent
years. As is aapparent the peeriod with the exchange ratee floor stands out as a periood of a relativeely stable nom
minal rate
both precededd and followedd by nominal apppreciation.

Figurre 1. The Swisss Franc-Euro eexchange rate
One element oof central bankk communicattion that was uused to motivaate this unusuaal measure warrrants further attention
and analysis. T
The Swiss monnetary authoritty explained thhe need for a loower floor for the Euro pricee of its currenc
cy by the
threat of recesssion as well as
a by the “risk of deflation” (SNB, 2011, pp. 7). Howeverr, the Euro excchange rate floor failed
to prevent a ddownward trennd of the Swisss price level. Actually, andd to the surpriise of many, inn real terms th
he Swiss
Franc depreciiated during the
t period with the Euro eexchange rate floor. This ppaper offers aan explanation
n of this
phenomenon.
2. The Historrical Account of Inflation D
Differentials under Fixed Exxchange Ratees
The issues disscussed here are
a more easilyy understood if we take thee definition off the real exchhange rate as a starting
point:

er  en
Here, e

n

Pf
Pd

(1)

staands for the nominal
n
exchaange rate (i.e., units of dom
mestic currenccy per unit of foreign currrency, in

2

Towards thee end of 2014 it
i became quitee clear that thee ECB was goinng to flood thee Eurozone witth even larger amounts
of Euros. In sttatements by Mario
M
Draghi the willingnesss to stimulate European ecoonomies becam
me ever more apparent.
a
The primary ggoal driving thhe quantitative easing to be ppursued by the ECB was to ppush up Eurozoone inflation to
oward its
target of 2 perrcent. Howeveer, stagnating ooutputs in seveeral southern E
European econoomies and incrreasing levels of
o public
debt additionaally motivatedd a majority off ECB decisionn makers to eaase monetary policy. Facingg such an interrnational
environment iit was a questioon of time befoore the Swiss N
National Bank w
would be forceed to react. Nevvertheless, the fact that
the SNB chosse such a radiccal strategy as to abandon itss exchange ratee floor altogetther came as a surprise. In fa
act many
investors, bothh domestic andd international,, were shockedd by this course of action. Ass a result of abaandoning the exchange
e
rate floor afterr more than thrree years the S
Swiss Franc unnderwent an im
mmediate and sstrong appreciaation. On averrage over
the first 12 moonths after the abolition of thhe Franc-Euro floor the exchange rate apprreciated by morre than 11 perc
cent. See
also Bernholz, (2015) for a critical
c
assessm
ment of the retturn to a flexibble exchange raate.
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d

concrete term
ms Swiss Francc per Euro) annd P and P stand forr the foreign ((German) andd the domestic (Swiss)
n
price level as captured by thhe respective C
CPI measures.. A decrease inn e means a nominal apppreciation of th
he Franc.
f
d
In a situation with a fixed nominal exchhange rate a reeal depreciatioon of the Swisss Franc occurrs whenever P P
rises i.e., whenn inflation is higher
h
in Germ
many than it is iin Switzerlandd. This is the caase we will be studying here.
When lookingg for historicallly relevant infformation on thhe likely coursse of inflation differentials uunder a system of fixed
(or quasi-fixedd) exchange raates it is advissable that earliier episodes unnder the same exchange ratee regime are ta
aken into
consideration.. The argumennt in favor off leaving out eevidence from
m times of flexible exchangge rates is two
ofold: In
principle we ccould draw on all data from iinflation differrentials if we ccorrected the innflation differeentials from tim
mes with
flexible exchaange rates withh the changes in the nominaal exchange rate. However, tthe thus computed adjusted inflation
differential – which in fact is the growth rate of the reaal exchange raate – is knownn to be highly volatile underr flexible
exchange ratees (see Sweenyy, 2006). Stronng reactions off flexible exchhange rates (teendencies to over- or undersshoot the
equilibrium leevel) to news about
a
monetarry policies or tthe economic outlook of couuntries tend too induce excha
ange rate
fluctuations thhat in turn leadd to a biased prrediction of futture inflation ddifferentials.
Hence, in ordeer to assess likkely variationss in inflation differentials whhen nominal raates are fixed, the first years with the
floating Euro--Franc exchannge rate as weell as the periood with the flloating DM-Sw
wiss Franc ratte do not qualify as a
precedent. Acccordingly, we need to turn too historical eviidence regardinng international inflation diffferentials during times
of fixed exchaange rates. Forr this purpose we look at innflation differenntials betweenn Switzerland and Germany over the
period of 1955 to 1970 undder the system of Bretton W
Woods. Figure 2 shows the raatio of the twoo price levels over
o
that
period. It appeears reasonable to assess infflationary or deeflationary trennds by lookingg at a medium range horizon
n. Hence,
we choose annnualized rates over two-yearr windows. Thhe thus compuuted annual infflation differenntial between Germany
G
and Switzerlaand lies betweeen 1.6% and --2.2% (with ann average of --0.3%). So whhat is a central bank to expe
ect – the
SNB’s positioon in 2011 – thhat considers iimposing a fixxed (or quasi-ffixed) exchangge rate? In the case at hand iti should
consider a rannge for the reesulting inflatiion differential between ±2 percentage pooints to be reaasonable. Clea
arly, this
proposition reests on the asssumption that what held forr the relationsship to Germaany during Breetton Woods holds
h
for
current condittions with Germ
many as part oof the Eurozonne.

Figure 2. Thhe ratio of the German price level to the Sw
wiss price leveel: 1955-1971
Franc-Euro flooor. Figure 3 sh
hows the
Let us now loook at the outcoome in terms oof inflation durring the periodd of the Swiss F
same ratio ass before, i.e., the ratio of the German C
CPI to the Sw
wiss CPI. Cleearly, the periiod of the quasi-fixed
Swiss-Franc E
Euro rate led to
t a decline off Swiss prices relative to Geerman prices. O
On average ovver the period with the
Euro-floor thee German infflation was higgher than Sw
wiss inflation bby 1.5 percent points on ann annual basis. When
comparing thiis period with the
t earlier periiod of fixed exxchange rates tthis outcome sshould not have come as too much of
86
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a surprise. Positive inflationn differences bbetween Germaany and Switzzerland (i.e., raates of real deppreciation of th
he Swiss
Franc) which were in the saame range as during the moost recent expeerience had beeen experienceed earlier in hiistory. In
particular, the years 1958 too 1961 had seeen a quantitativvely similar treend of lower S
Swiss inflationn, i.e., a depreciation of
the Swiss Frannc in real term
ms.

Figure 3. The ratio of the German pricee level to the Swiss price leveel: 2011:09-20014:12
3. Internation
nal Inflation Differentials
D
u
under a Fixed
d Exchange Raate
This section ppresents a theooretical model that suggests ppossible explaanations for thee observed neggative price lev
vel trend
(i.e., the real ddepreciation of
o the Swiss Frranc) during thhe latest experrience with a qquasi-fixed exxchange rate. The
T most
prominent appproach to expplaining real exchange rate movement is the so-called Balassa-Samuuelson effect (Balassa,
(
1964, Samuellson, 1964). The
T analysis ssuggested by Balassa and Samuelson pooints to internnational differences in
productivity ggrowth in the tradable goodds sector as drrivers of real exchange ratee movements. The country with the
higher increasse in productivvity tends to seee domestic wages rise relatiive to foreign wages which in turn raises the
t price
of non-tradables and drivess up the domesstic price leveel relative to thhe foreign pricce level. The aaccumulated empirical
e
research regarrding the desccribed effect hhas generated mixed evidennce (Peltonen and Sager, 20009). Particula
arly with
respect to the course of the exchange ratees between inddustrialized coountries the Baalassa-Samuelsson approach does not
offer a good eexplanation. Heence, we follow
w a different aapproach introdducing countryy-specific traddable goods. Drozd and
Nosal (2010) offer an accouunt and empiriccal evaluation of models in thhis tradition.
model developped here has tthe advantage of leading to explicit and ttransparent ressults. We consider two
The specific m
economies 1 aand 2 – with 1 the domestic and 2 the poteentially larger fforeign econom
my possibly coonsisting of the
e several
nations makinng up a currenncy zone – eacch producing ttwo goods. Thhe good indexeed by 1 is the tradable good
d and we
take each couuntry to produuce a distinct tradable goodd which it connsumes and w
which, in turn,, is also consu
umed by
foreigners. Gooods indexed by
b 2 are non-ttradable goodss. Thus, we haave four differeent goods indeexed by 11, 12
2, 21 and
22, where the first number identifies
i
the ccountry of origgin. Utility of consumers – aassuming sym
mmetry in orderr to limit
the number off coefficients – for the two coountries is giveen by

U 1  C1,11C1,112 C11,21  
and

(2)

U 2  C2,21C2,22C21,111  , where  ,   1 .
Production usses a factor L (land or laborr) available in a fixed quantity of 1 in couuntry 1 and quuantity n in co
ountry 2:

Q11  a11 L11 and Q12  a12 1  L11
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and

(3)

Q21  a21 L21 and Q22  a22 n  L21 .
Hence, we abstract from intertemporal trade and from capital as a factor of production. Maximizing profits in both
countries determines the equilibrium levels of output and prices. Since the equilibrium prices are relative prices we are
free to set the absolute price of one good and make this good the numeraire. For our purpose we choose P12  1 . The
fact that prices in the model are determined up to a multiplicative constant (here chosen to be 1) implies that only the
difference in inflation rates between the two countries is determined (i.e., not each country’s inflation rate).3 The
equilibrium prices are

P11 

a12
2
, P12  1
a11 1  2

and

(4)

1 a12
2
1 a12
2
, P22 
.
n a21 1  2
n a22 1  2

P21 
The corresponding quantities are

Q11 

a112 P11
a112 P112  a122 P122

, Q12 

a122 P12
a112 P112  a122 P122
(5)

and

Q21  n

2
a21
P21
2
2
a21
P212  a22
P222

, Q22  n

2
a 22
P22
2
2
a 21
P212  a 22
P222

Whereas quantities and prices depend on the size of economy 2 relative to economy 1 (i.e., on parameter n) there
remains no effect of the size n when we compute growth rate differentials for the real GDPs and the CPIs of the two
countries. For the calculation of the real GDP growth and inflation rates we use the concept of the Laspeyres index.
In order to evaluate inflation differentials and their connections we consider changes in sector-productivities as drivers.
0 g11t
0 g12t
0 g 21t
e , a12  a12
e , a 21  a 21
e , and
In concrete terms, we model technical change in the four sectors as a11  a11
0 g 22 t
a 22  a 22 e
. When expressing the results derived from the model in terms of inflation differentials we find the
4
following

 ln P1   ln P2  1  2  g 22  g12  .

(6)

Hence, a positive inflation difference between country 1 and country 2 (i.e., a real appreciation of country 1’s exchange
rate) only occurs when there is a difference in the two countries’ productivity growth in their sectors producing
non-tradable goods. In contrast to the Balassa-Samuelson effect, the inflation differential is not affected by diverging
developments in the productivity of traded goods but in the non-traded goods sectors. The country with the lower
3

In order to economize on notation we take the share in consumption of the domestic and the foreign tradable good to be
the same, i.e.,  1     and thus   1  2 .
4

E.g., inflation of country 1 is  ln P1 

C1,11,t 1P11,t  1  2 C1,12,t 1P11,t  C1,21,t 1P21,t
Q P  Q12 , t P12 , t
 1 where C1,11 , t   11 , t 11 , t
.
C1,11,t 1P11,t 1  1  2 C1,12,t 1P11,t 1  C1,21,t 1P21,t 1
P11 , t

For the sake of completeness, real GDP growth, e.g., of country 1 is  ln Y1 
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Q11,t P11,t 1  Q12,t P12,t 1
Q11,t 1P11,t 1  Q12,t 1P12,t 1
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productivity growth in its non-tradable goods sector sees its inflation run higher than the other country. The country with
the higher productivity growth sees its price level sink relative to that of the other country. This mechanism offers a
plausible explanation for the course of the real Swiss Franc-Euro rate. In the light of historically poor Swiss productivity
in the non-tradable goods sector compared with EU countries and in response to the financial crisis and the recession of
2009 several economic policies were implemented in Switzerland in order to increase productivity, particularly in the
domestic sector. Productivity in the sector producing non-tradable goods of the Swiss economy was spurred by several
measures. Notable political measures that were taken concerned agriculture, the health services and the construction
industry (Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft, 2013, 2015). An increase in the productivity of the domestically oriented
part of the Swiss economy by 1.5 percent more than the growth in Germany is thus plausible. This is the extent of the
average annual real depreciation of the Swiss Franc during the time with the Euro-floor.
4. Conclusions
The Swiss National Bank took an unorthodox measure in 2011 and introduced an exchange rate floor to prevent a further
appreciation of the Swiss Franc relative to the Euro. The introduction of the Swiss Franc exchange rate floor was mainly
driven by a concern for the Swiss exporting sector and the jobs involved. This step successfully stopped recessionary
pressures on the Swiss economy for three years. Under the pressures invoked by the ECB’s looming program of
quantitative easing the Swiss National Bank in January 2015 gave up supporting a lower floor of its exchange rate relative
to the Euro. The key argument by the SNB in favor of a renewed floating of the Swiss Franc was the likely prospect of a
massive necessary increase in the SNB’s purchases of Euros under the alternative of maintaining the exchange rate floor.
This paper points to another challenge of the quasi-fixed Euro-Swiss Franc rate. Given the low inflation in the Eurozone
even a currency that is subject to strong appreciation pressures can experience a real depreciation. In fact, Swiss inflation
during the period of the exchange rate floor ran markedly below German inflation. We show that based on historical and
analytical arguments Swiss deflation in an international environment of low inflation must be seen as a possible scenario.
How, then, can the abandoning of the exchange rate floor in early 2015 which negatively affected Swiss exporters be
explained in this light? We see this latter choice as driven at least in part by the deflationary pressures that built up under
the exchange rate floor which, upon reflection, could have been anticipated at the time when the measure was first
considered. The paper also offers a theoretical contribution with a simple computable equilibrium model of the real
exchange rate. In contrast to the contributions of Balassa (1964) and Samuelson (1964) our model puts emphasis on the
effects of productivity growth in the non-traded goods sectors of economies.
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